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Agenda

� Introduction to security

�WS-Security capability supported by WebSphere 
Message Broker
�Web service provider and consumer scenarios

�WS-Security configuration 
�The policy set editor

�Policy set assignment

This presentation will discuss three key areas.

First, the presentation will provide a recap of general security requirements, and will relate 
this to a Web services environment.

It will then discuss the WS-Security provided in Message Broker version 6.1, and will show 
how this is used with the new SOAP Nodes. It will then apply this to two scenarios, the 
provider scenario and the Consumer, or Client scenario.

Finally, it will discuss how to configure the WS-Security settings, and show how the Policy 
Set Editor is used for this function.
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Different types of ‘Security’
� Transport Security (for example SSL)

�Protects the stream of data being passed from one endpoint to another.
�Typically ALL of the data is encrypted
�Does not discriminate on a per message basis (everything is encrypted) with 

same key
� When passing messages through an intermediary, if the intermediary needs 

to ‘see’ any part of the message, it can access all of it
�May only need access to a part of the message

� WS-Security
�Message based security

� Finer granularity

�Parts of the message may be encrypted in different ways with different keys
�Parts of a message may be (multiply) encrypted and signed

� On a need to know basis

�WS-Security can be used in insecure transports

There are many ways of configuring and using security. For example transport security 
protects all of the data transmitted over a particular channel. All of the data being 
transmitted over that channel is treated in the same way, and individual messages are not 
treated differently. If encryption is used, then this applies to the whole message. 

If an intermediary is used to process the data, then the entire message must be decrypted, 
so that the intermediary can access the message. It is not possible to decrypt only a part 
of the message.

Conversely, WS-Security is designed to protect data at the individual message level. This 
provides a much finer granularity of security than transport security.

WS-Security allows you to encrypt only a part of the message, or to encrypt parts of the 
message with different keys. It is possible to use WS-Security over a transport that is itself 
insecure, for example if SSL is not used at the transport level.
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Review: SOAP message structure
� The SOAP specification defines the “envelope” vocabulary
�The "envelope" wraps the message itself

� WS-Security defines the <Security> element, which allows security 
extensions to be placed in <soapenv:header>
�Username/password
�X.509 certificate
�Encryption details
�XML Signature

app-specific
message

vocabulary

SOAP
envelope

vocabulary

SOAP header:
security

extensions

A SOAP message consists of an envelope, which contains the whole message. Within the 
envelope is the actual message, which consists of header information and a SOAP body. 
The body is the real payload, the message which an application program will typically 
need to access.

WS-Security defines a new Security element which may be placed in the header section of 
a SOAP message. 

There are many considerations concerning security with SOAP messages. The task is to 
keep the message secure through intermediate systems until it reaches the ultimate 
recipient. 
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<S:Envelope

xmlns:S=" http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/ ">

<S:Header>

<wsse:Security

xmlns: wsse=“ http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2003/07/secext”>

</wsse:Security>

</S:Header>

<S:Body>     ............      </S:Body>

</S:Envelope>

The WS-Security <Security> element

Security information

App-specific content

SOAP Envelope

Define and use WS-Security namespace

The WS-Security specification defines a vocabulary that can be used inside 
the SOAP envelope.  <wsse:Security> is the “wrapper” for security-related 
information.

The example shows a SOAP message with a skeleton showing where WS-Security should 
be placed.

At the top level is SOAP Envelope, then inside it is the SOAP Header and the Body.

The WS-Security specification defines a set of elements which may be used inside a 
SOAP envelope. The element “wsse:Security” is used to contain the security information.
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WS-Security for the new SOAP nodes

� The SOAP Nodes support WS-Security using regular 
Message Broker functionality
�What does this mean and what does it give us?

� WS-Security is a communications protocol that specifies 
how integrity (XML signature) and confidentiality (XML 
encryption) can be applied to Web service messages 
(those flowing in and out of the new SOAP nodes).

� The WS-Security specification is very large
�Typically only a subset of WS-Security is implemented or supported 

for a given product

Message Broker version 6.1 supports WS-Security using the SOAP nodes. This is 
implemented by using the properties of the SOAP Input or SOAP Request Nodes.

It is important to note that the WS-Security specification is very large, and many software 
vendors do not implement the whole of the specification. A software component will 
normally implement the security features that are appropriate for the type of security 
usage that will be required.
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Web services and security

Description
and DiscoveryWS-Policy

WS-Reliable
Messaging

UDDI

Messaging
and Encoding

Transport

Business
Processes

Other protocols
Other services

Business Process Execution Language

WSDL

SOAP, SOAP Attachments

XML, XML Infoset

Transports

WS-Coordination

WS-Transactions
WS-Security Quality

of Service

WS-Security
Policy WS-Privacy

WS-Secure
Conversation WS-Authorization

X509
profile

Kerberos
profile

XrML
profile

Username
profile

Mobile
profile

SAML
profile

WS-Security (framework)

WS-Trust

WS-Federation

http://oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/1204/doc-index.html

What is often thought of as a single specification, WS-Security, is actually a large set of 
interrelated specifications. The slide shows the components which constitute WS-Security.

Message Broker version 6.1 focuses on the part of the WS-Security specification known 
as WS-Security Policy.
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WS-Security capability

�Key areas covered for WS-Security
�Authentication (tokens)

�Message part protection
� XML signature (signed)

– To ensure data integrity

– Message can be read but not changed without detection

� XML encryption (encrypted)

– To ensure confidentiality

– Message can not be read or changed

The key components of the WS-Security implementation within Message Broker version 
6.1 are authentication, and message protection.

Authentication of the request will be achieved using a certificate or token.

Message protection can be achieved using either a digital signature, or using encryption. If 
a message part is signed, this means that the part can be read, but not changed. This 
ensures data integrity of the message. If the message is changed by an intermediary, then 
the final recipient of the message can detect this change, and take appropriate action. An 
example of this usage would be an order for goods place over the internet. This data may 
be visible to anyone, but it’s important that the data is not changed.

If the message is encrypted, then the message can not be read or changed. An example 
of this usage would be to protect the credit card details of the person who placed the order 
for goods.
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WS-Security capability supported by Message Broker

� Authentication
�Username / password (username token)

� Similar to HTTP Basic Authentication

� Uses Broker’s Security Manager to validate Username and Password

�X.509 certificate (binary security token)
– Asymmetric X.509 tokens are supported 

App-specific content

Security Info

<S:Envelope
xmlns:S="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" >
<S:Header>

<wsse:Security
xmlns:wsse=“ http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2003/07/secext”>

<wsse:UsernameToken wsu:ID=“myToken”>
<wsse:Username>jonathan</wsse:Username>
<wsse:Password>passw0rd</wsse:Password>

</wsse:UsernameToken>
</wsse:Security>

</S:Header>
<S:Body>

</S:Body>
</S:Envelope>

This slide discusses the Authentication capability provided in Message Broker for WS-
Security.
The types of security tokens that are defined by Web services security are User-name 
token and Binary security token .
A user-name token consists of a user-name and, optionally, password information. You 
can include a user-name token directly as an element in the Security header within the 
SOAP message, rather than the HTTP header. Binary tokens, such as X.509 certificates, 
Kerberos tickets, Lightweight Third Party Authentication tokens, or other non-XML 
formats, require a special encoding for inclusion. The Web services security specification 
describes how to encode binary security tokens such as X.509 certificates and Kerberos 
tickets, and it also describes how to include opaque encrypted keys. The specification also 
includes extensibility mechanisms that you can use to further describe the characteristics 
of the credentials that are included with a message. The User-name Token is used to 
provide a user-name within the SOAP message. It is used as part of the basic 
authentication process. 
The Broker Security Manager must be enabled, and a security profile specified. If not all 
user-names and passwords will be accepted.
Message Broker supports binary tokens for authentication. The tokens that are supported 
are asymmetric X/509 tokens.
Symmetric X.509 tokens are not supported.
The example shows a “User-Name Token” being specified.  Note that the user-name and 
password are specified in clear text.  This may be encrypted using message part 
encryption. This is described later.
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WS-Security capability supported by Message Broker

� Message part protection (whole body)

<S:Envelope>

<S:Header>

<wsse:Security S:mustUnderstand="1"

xmlns:wsse=" http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2002/07/secext">

<wsse:BinarySecurityToken EncodingType="wsse:Base64 Binary">

MIIDQTCC4ZzO7tIgerPlaid1q ... [truncated]

</wsse:BinarySecurityToken>

<ds:Signature xmlns:ds=" http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#">

....signature data....

</ds:Signature>

</wsse:Security>

</S:Header>

<S:Body>

<m:OrderAircraft quantity=“1” type=“777” config=“Atla ntic”

xmlns:m=“http://www.boeing.com/AircraftOrderSubmiss ion”/>

</S:Body>

<S:Envelope>

� Whole body can be:
�Encrypted (XML encryption)

�Signed (XML signature)

�Can be signed and 
encrypted if required
� Using different certificates

Message Broker also supports message protection. This can either be the whole 
message, or part of the message.

The message can be encrypted, or digitally signed, or both.

These different security functions can be used using different security certificates, and can 
be used separately from each other.

The example shows the payload being digitally signed. However, it is not encrypted, and is 
therefore still readable by intermediaries.

Using this technique, you can allow intermediaries to have access to certain parts of the 
message, but inhibit access to other parts of the message.
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WS-Security capability supported by Message Broker
� Message part protection (elements or namespace)

�Allows certain parts of the message to be to be encrypted or signed
� Header
� Body

�Different keys can be used for different parts of the message

�Element and namespace (QNAME) support
<PayBalanceDue xmlns='http://example.org/paymentv2' >

<Name>Jonathan Smith<Name/>

<CreditCard Limit='5,000' Currency=‘UKP'>

<Number>4019 2445 0277 5567</Number>

<Issuer>Halifax</Issuer>

<Expiration>04/08</Expiration>

</CreditCard>

</PayBalanceDue >

<PayBalanceDue xmlns='http://example.org/paymentv2' >
<Name>Jonathan Smith<Name/>
<EncryptedData xmlns= 'http://www.w3.org/2001/04/xmlenc#'

Type= 'http://www.isi.edu/in-notes/iana/assignments/media-types/text/xml'>
<CipherData><CipherValue>A23B4C6</CipherValue></Cip herData>

</EncryptedData>
</PayBalanceDue >

<CreditCard> group was replaced by 
<EncryptedData> element

Red text is data to be 
encrypted
Green text is left 
unencrypted

As discussed earlier, it is possible to protect parts of the SOAP messages, rather than the 
entire message. This is done by specifying elements and namespaces within the header 
or body of the SOAP message that you want to sign or encrypt. Namespaces are specified 
using the QNAME function.

Because message part protection can specify the header, it can be used in conjunction 
with User-name tokens to protect the user-name and password.

This slide shows an example of how this might be used. The example shows a credit card 
transaction, where the credit card details, shown in red, have been encrypted. The section 
at the bottom of the slide, shown in yellow, contains the message that is sent over the 
transmission channel. The sensitive credit card data is shown as encrypted.

Note that the encrypted information this example has been truncated.
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Web service provider and consumer Web service provider and consumer 
scenariosscenarios

Section

The next three slides show the three primary scenarios for Web Services within Message 
Broker. These are the Web Service provider scenario, and the synchronous and 
asynchronous Web Service client scenarios.
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� The WS-Security function is handled by the SOAP nodes

� SOAP input node authenticates, decrypts and verifies the signature of the 
message and message parts

� Message passes unencrypted through the message flow

� SOAP reply node encrypts and signs the appropriate parts of message

Web service provider scenario

WS-Security 
enabled client

Secure
SOAP 
message

Secure
SOAP 
message

Unencrypted msg

This slide shows the scenario where the message flow represents the Web service. A 
Web service client invokes the message flow by sending it a SOAP message. In this case, 
the SOAP message is secured using WS-Security.

The role of the SOAP Input node is to verify all signed parts and decrypt the message as 
defined within the configuration. It will do this using the security configuration that it has 
been given.

The role of the SOAP Reply node is to apply any required WS-Security function.

If the WS-Security configuration is applied to the whole message, then this is decrypted for 
use by the message flow.

If the WS-Security configuration defines parts of the message, then the SOAP input node 
decrypts these parts for use by the message flow. Any parts of the message that Message 
Broker is not allowed to see, since it doesn’t contain the correct certificates, remain 
encrypted.

When the message reaches the SOAP Reply node, the message must be signed and 
encrypted, as defined by the WS-Security configuration for the message flow.
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Web service client scenario

WS-Security 
enabled provider

Secure
SOAP 
message

Secure
SOAP 
message

Unencrypted msg
Unencrypted msg

� SOAP request node encrypts and signs the appropriate parts of message

� Message is sent to the WS-Security enabled provider

� SOAPrequest node decrypts and verifies the signature of the message 
and message parts 

In the Web service client scenario, the SOAP Request node is responsible for creating the 
outbound SOAP message with the appropriate security credentials.

The message is unprotected as it is given to the SOAP Request node. The SOAP request 
node encrypts the appropriate parts of the message, and adds any necessary digital 
signatures. It then sends the secure message to the Web Service provider, which will be 
configures to receive the secure message. 

When this is returned, the SOAP Request node receives the secure response, and 
performs the same function as the SOAP Input node, before passing the message to the 
rest of the message flow.
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Web service client scenario - Asynchronous

WS-Security 
enabled providerSecure

SOAP 
message

Secure
SOAP 
messageUnencrypted msg

Unencrypted msg

� SOAP AsyncRequest node encrypts and signs the appropriate 
parts of message

� Message is sent to the WS-Security enabled provider

� SOAP AsyncResponse node decrypts and verifies the signature of 
the message and message parts 

The third scenario is the asynchronous case, which operates in a similar way to the 
synchronous SOAP Request node. 

The SOAP Asynchronous Response node again operates in the same way as the SIOAP 
Input node, and processes the returned WS-Security configuration.
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WSWS--Security configurationSecurity configuration

Section

The second part of this presentation discusses how to configure WS-Security within the 
Message Broker environment.
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Policy sets
� WS-Security within Message Broker is configured through policy 

sets
�WebSphere Application Server has also adopted the use of policy sets

� Policy sets build on top of WS-SecurityPolicy focusing on enhancing 
usability

� ‘Policy sets’ contain two parts
�Policy set

� Refers to a set of policy types
� A  collection of configuration information. 
� It defines ‘what’ is required for WebSphere Message Broker WS-Security

�Policy set bindings
� It defines ‘how‘ WebSphere Message Broker WS-Security is configured

– What keys are to be used and which security policies are required.
– Contains the physical security credentials

Configuration of WS-Security is done using Policy Sets. 

Policy Sets builds on WS-Security-Policy, and adds several usability components to the 
base function.

To ensure a common security implementation across the WebSphere set of products, both 
WebSphere Application Server and WebSphere Message Broker use Policy Sets to 
perform this function. 

A Policy Set refers to a set of policy types. Each Policy Set contains two parts. The Policy 
Set itself refers to a set of policy types. Message Broker supports only the WS-Security 
policy type. The policy set defines what is needed for WS-Security; it defines the different 
types of authentication, integrity and confidentiality that are needed. And it defines which 
parts of the message need to be signed or encrypted.

The policy set bindings define how the security policies are to be used and applied to the 
defined message. It contains the physical security credentials, for example which keys are 
going to be used, which certificates are going to be used, where are these certificates 
stored.
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Launching the policy set editor

� The existing broker 
administration view has a 
new option when right-
clicking on a broker to “open 
policy sets”

�Selecting “Open Policy Sets”
will open the policy set editor

The policy sets and policy set bindings are defined at the broker level.

The policy set editor is launched by right clicking on the broker and selecting ‘Open Policy 
Sets’.
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Policy set editor

�A default policy set and policy 
set binding are always present
�WSS10Default

�This can not be edited or deleted

�Configured for user name 
authentication token

�Policy sets and policy set 
bindings are defined at the 
broker level

Opening the Policy Set Editor will show a window similar to the one shown on this slide.

A Default Policy Set and binding are created called “WSS10 Default”.  This contains 
default settings, for example to encrypt the whole message.

This Policy Set and Policy Set Binding name is also used within WebSphere Application 
Server and contains the same default settings. Whenever you create a broker, this default 
policy set is created as part of that process.

Although you can use the default policy Set and Policy Set Binding, it is not editable. If you 
need to change the settings provided with the default Policy Set, then you need to create 
your own policy set. This can be created from scratch, or you can copy and past the 
default policy set into your own policy set. You can also copy and paste your own policies. 
Changes can then be made to the new policy set.
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Creating and deleting policy sets and bindings

� Once created, policy sets and policy set bindings can be 
configured and modified

� A policy set binding must refer to a previously created 
policy set
�Different policy set bindings can refer to a single policy set

� You can not delete a policy set if one or more policy set 
bindings refer to it

� The policy set editor allows the administrator to add, delete, 
import and export a policy set and policy set binding

� A ‘deploy’ is not required
�Clicking on Finish updates the broker with the new configuration

�Does not follow the deployment mechanism

The policy set binding must refer to a policy set that has been previously created. This can 
be done by creating new policy sets and bindings, or you can associate a new policy set 
binding with an existing policy set. You can associate multiple bindings with the same 
policy set. You cannot delete a policy set until all associated bindings have been deleted.

The policy set editor does not deploy Policy Set and Binding information. When you click 
Finish in the policy set editor, the new policy is sent directly to the broker using the 
Configuration Manager.

Using the policy set editor, you can edit, save, import and export a policy set.

This can be used export a Policy Set for use on another broker instance, perhaps located 
on a separate system. This policy can be imported into another system using the 
command line, which provides an alternative to the policy set editor.
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Policy set configuration overview

�Authentication tokens
� Username and password

� x.509  certificates

� Identity

�Message part 
protection 
� XML signature 

and XML 
encryption
– Integrity and 

confidentiality

� Can assign 
different keys to 
different parts of 
the message
– Can encrypt 

multiple times

� Includes the capability to configure � Defines security requirements for 
inbound and outbound message

When defining the policy, it is important to remember the inbound and outbound messages 
may differ.  The Policy Set defines which parts of the message need to be encrypted and 
signed for both parts.  These are referred to as the ‘Request’ and the ‘Response’.  These 
could use different tokens and different  certificates.

If you want to define Message Level Protection, then you can specify the Signature, and 
the type of encryption. If you specify just signature, then the data can be seen intact, but 
not changed. If you specify Encryption, then the data cannot be read.

For Message Part Protection, you can again specify Signature and Encryption, in the 
same way as in Message Level Protection. In this case, this can be applied to individual 
parts of the message.  Certain parts may be signed, whereas other parts may be 
encrypted.

Message can be multiply encrypted and signed using different keys if required, allowing 
certain recipients of the message to see and change certain parts of the SOAP message 
but not other parts.

The policy set can also be used to encrypt header information and the body of the 
message. It can therefore be used in conjunction with Authentication tokens, so that if you 
are passing User-name and Password information in clear text, this can be encrypted and 
protected.
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Policy set configuration overview
Defines user name and X.509 
authentication tokens

Enables message part protection 
(XML signature and XML encryption)

Defines encryption and signing 
tokens to apply to your message

Defines parts of the message to be 
encrypted and signed

Defines key and trust information for 
any authentication tokens in the 
associated policy set

Associates any message part protection 
tokens with asymmetric encryption or 
signing tokens defined in the policy set

This slide shows an expanded screen capture from the policy set editor. It shows the key 
items that need to be configured, based on the particular WS-Security requirements of the 
application.
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Administration and development considerations

� Policy set configuration is handled as an ‘administration 
task’
�Most of the information can be solely handled by the administrator
�Authentication, body encryption and signature

� Message part protection is split between an administration 
task and a development task
�Can be solely handled by the administrator

� Administrator may not be familiar with the message tree 
within the SOAP header and SOAP body

� Nodes allow the specification of elements that require 
message part protection
�Administration function specifies how that part of the message will be 

encrypted or signed

The implementation of the security requirements for a particular application are split 
between the application developer and the system administrator.

The majority of the implementation is done as an administration task. For Message Level 
protection, the administrator will be able to do all the necessary tasks to implement WS-
Security. 

However, administrator may not be familiar with the message tree contained within the 
SOAP header and SOAP body. If you need to implement Message Part Protection, you 
can specify which parts of the message should be protected. 

The SOAP Nodes allow you to specify elements that require Message Part Protection 
applied.

The policy set editor allow the administrator to specify how each of these parts of the 
message will be encrypted or signed.
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Defining message part protection on the node

� XPath expressions  on 
the node allow the 
specification of the 
parts of the message 
that need to be 
protected

� Provided on the 
SOAPInput, 
SOAPRequest and 
SOAPAsyncRequest
nodes

SOAP node properties

Policy set editor

This slide shows how the properties of the SOAP Nodes are used to specify security on 
parts of the SOAP message.

Using the WS-Extensions tab of the SOAP node properties, an alias is added for each 
message part that is subject to security.

This can be the contained in the header of the message or the body of the message. X-
Path expressions allow you to specify the parts of the message that need to be protected. 
Click “Add” on the SOAP Node properties, as shown on this screen capture. This will open 
a dialogue called the X-Path Expression Builder, which will allow you to specify the precise 
field definitions. This editor is discussed in detail in the presentation which covers the new 
Route Node.

The alias provides a link between the configuration provided in the SOAP nodes and the 
runtime components specified by the system administrator.

The Policy Set definition, performed by the system administrator, resolves the alias to 
either encrypt or sign the part of the message referred to by the XPath expression.  This 
cannot be controlled SOAP node properties of the message flow.
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Assigning policy sets with flows and nodes

�Different Web services may have different 
requirements on WS-Security
�Different services may use different certificates

�Different messages (for differing uses) may require 
different parts of the message to be encrypted

�A single policy set and policy set binding is not 
sufficient for all nodes in all flows

�A policy set can be assigned at the ‘flow’ or ‘node’
level depending on the required granularity

It is possible to define more than one policy set and policy set binding for each instance of 
a broker.

The message flows deployed to that broker may have very different requirements for Web 
services security.  Each service may use different certificates and have different 
requirements for message part processing. It is therefore necessary to be able to 
assigning a policy set and binding to a given set of ‘Web services’, or message flows.

The policy set can be assigned at flow level, or even node level, if the requirements are 
very granular.
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Broker archive editor
� When the top level compiled message flow entry (cmf) in the configure tree in the 

Broker Archive editor is selected, there are four new properties

� Text fields show the selected policy set information

� To change the policy set or binding policy set, select the Edit button
� This will launch a dialog box that will allow selection of a previously defined Policy Set and 

Policy Set Binding

A policy set and binding can be assigned at the flow, or Web service level. This is done 
using the Bar-file editor; this is shown on the next slide.

A distinction is made between message flows which are Web service providers, and Web 
service consumers, or clients.

This slide shows a screen capture of the Broker Archive editor for a Web service message 
flow. Select the “configure” tab, then select the top-level flow-name, suffixed with “.cmf”. 
The fields that are required for defining the WS-Security information are the Consumer 
and Provider Policy Set and Policy Set Bindings.

To change the policy set or binding policy set, select the Edit button, which will launch a 
simple dialog window. This will query the broker for the list of defined Policy Sets or Policy 
Set Bindings.

Normally, you should set Policy Set first, then select the Policy Set Binding. This is 
because once the Policy Set has been defined, only the bindings associated with that 
policy are available.
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Assigning a policy set at the node level
� When you select a SOAPInput, SOAPRequest or SOAPAsyncRequest entry in the Configure tree in 

the Broker Archive editor you will see two new properties
� Policy Set
� Policy Set Binding

� These new properties will work exactly the same as the flow level provider / consumer policy set 
property
� Finer level of granularity

Assigning a policy set at the flow level may not be sufficiently granular, therefore, you may 
need to assign a Policy Set to the individual nodes. 

Note that assigning a Policy Set at the flow level does not stop you from assigning a Policy 
Set and Binding to an individual node.  The node assignment will override the assignment 
at the flow level, leaving any other flows to inherit the Policy Set and Binding defined at the 
flow level.

To do this, in the bar file editor, select the node that you want to configure, and then select 
the Policy Set or Policy Set Bindings as required. Specify these settings in the same way 
as at the flow level.
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Managing policy sets using the command line

� To display a policy set and policy set binding
�mqsireportproperties <broker> -c PolicySets -o WSS10Default -n ws-security
�mqsireportproperties <broker> -c PolicySetBindings -o WSS10Default -n ws-

security

� To introduce or create a new policy set and policy set binding
�mqsicreateconfigurableservice <broker> -c PolicySets -o ExamplePS
�mqsicreateconfigurableservice <broker> -c PolicySetBindings -o ExamplePS

� These can be edited (changed)
�mqsichangeproperties <broker> -c PolicySets -o ExamplePS -n ws-security -

p <file>

�mqsichangeproperties <broker> -c PolicySetBindings -o ExamplePS -n ws-
security -p <file>

� New policy set and binding files initially inherit their default values from
WSS10Default policy set and binding files.

In addition to being able to define policy sets and policy set bindings within the policy set 
editor, you can define these using the command line.

This slide shows some examples of commands used to create and maintain policy sets.

The final two commands on this slide show how the security profile can be saved to a file, 
or can be loaded into the broker from a saved file.
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Managing policy sets using the configuration 
manager proxy

� The BrokerProxy class has been extended to include
�public void setPolicySet(String policySetName, InputStream value)

�public void setPolicySetBinding(String policySetBindingName, 
InputStream value)

�public String getPolicySet(String policySetName)

�public String getPolicySetBinding(String policySetBindingName)

As with most other commands, the configuration of these security profiles can also be 
done using the Configuration Manager Proxy API. Using this, you can write your own Java 
application to issue the required command. Alternatively, the Proxy API Exerciser can be 
used.
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Configuring security
� WS-Security requires a key store and / or trust store to be present before message flows

can be deployed that require policy sets

�X.509 Authentication

�Signature / Encryption

� Each instance of a broker can be configured to refer to one key store and one trust store

� To update a key store and trust store

�mqsichangeproperties <broker> -o BrokerRegistry –n BrokerKeystoreFile –v
c:\keystore\server.keystore

�mqsichangeproperties <broker> -o BrokerRegistry –n BrokerTruststoreFile –v
c:\truststore\server.truststore

� To set the password for the key store and trust store

�mqsisetdbparms <broker> -n brokerKeystore::password –u temp –p <password>

�mqsisetdbparms <broker> -n brokerTruststore::password –u temp –p <password>

�Note that the username (specified with the –u option) is not used

Finally, to enable the use of the Policy Sets and Bindings, you must also make the 
certificates and keys available to the Broker. This is done by adding the keys to the key 
store. And configuring the trust-store. The Broker is configured to use just one key store 
for all such security artifacts.

These commands are the same as in version 6.0 of Message Broker, since this facility 
was available for use with the HTTP/S nodes.
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Summary

� The key areas for WS-Security covered by Message 
Broker are
�Authentication

� Username  / password (Username token)
� X.509 certificate (Binary token)

�Message part protection
� Allows certain parts of the message to be to be encrypted or signed or both

– Header
– Body
– namespace (QNAME)

� Policy set editor is used to administer policy sets and 
policy set bindings

� Policy sets and policy set bindings are associated at the 
message flow or node level

In summary, the WS-Security function in Message Broker version 6.1 covers the 
implementation of authentication, and the protection of SOAP messages.

Authentication can be done using user-name and password, or with certificate. This 
information is stored in the security header of the SOAP message.

The definition of the WS-Security function is done using the Policy Set editor; the resulting 
policy sets and bindings can be associated with a message flow, or a specific node within 
the flow.
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Feedback

Your feedback is valuable
You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content to better meet your 

needs by providing feedback.

� Did you find this module useful?

� Did it help you solve a problem or answer a question?

� Do you have suggestions for improvements?

Click to send e-mail feedback:
mailto:iea@us.ibm.com?subject=Feedback_about_WMB61_IEA_WebServices_WS_Security.ppt

This module is also available in PDF format at: ../WMB61_IEA_WebServices_WS_Security.pdf

You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content by providing 
feedback.
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